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How to Make a Syringe Driver Bag
1. First cut two pieces of different fabric
60cm x 25cm. It is best to choose a washable
fabric with a small print.

2. Then cut a long piece 140cm x 12cm
which will make up the strap. If you wish to
make a few bags then you can alter the
length of this strap by about 10 cm for
taller or smaller people.
3. Fold in the edges about 2cm on all sides
and iron. Fold in half down the length so
that the right side is on the outside and it
forms a strap about 5cm wide.

4. Sew down the open edges at the top
down the length and at the bottom of the
strap. Put to one side.
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5. With right sides together and with
the wrong side of the fabric uppermost,
sew down the length, across one width
and up the other length of the 60m x 25
cm pieces of fabric to form a bag. Leave a
2cm seam around the edge.
6. Turn the bag the right way round. You
may wish to iron it at this stage. The bag
will be about 58cm x 21cm

7. Now fold in the open edge and sew
across the top so that you now have one long
piece of fabric which is different on each side
and there are no seams showing. Fold this in
half. This will form your bag.

8. The sides of your bag will now be made
up of four layers.
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9. Sew from the fold to the opening on
each side of the bag. The contrast on the
inside shows on the outside like ‘piping’

10.

Sew the strap onto the sides of the

bag, opening up the ‘piping’ for a lovely
effect. Please make sure that the strap is not
twisted when sewing it on to the other side.
(Easily done!!)

11.

Finally, put a label with

‘Handmade by ……{your first name} ’

PLEASE NOTE: for St John’s patients we require a fastening on the bags to stop the
syringe driver falling out. If you could put a button, a toggle, a press stud or any kind of
fastening to help secure the syringe driver that would be perfect! Thank you.

N.B. If you choose to use fabric that
has a ‘right way up’ you will need
to cut it 4cm longer then cut it in
half.
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Then sew it together so that when it
folds both sides are the right way up.

This will form an extra seam at the
base of the bag.

Here are a few we made earlier!!

I really hope you enjoy making these. If you want any more
information you can email me on julie@makingforcharity.com
Do let us know how you get on and where you send them to.
You can send in your pictures and follow us on
www.facebook.com/makingforcharity

